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d This invention ‘relates‘generally to‘ signs, 
and more‘ especially to advertising display 
signs illuminated by, electricity; andhas for 
its main object means ‘whereby a sign maybe 

g m‘ade “up from‘ separate‘units, of interchange 
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able 'parts,‘_each unit containing one or more 
characters, and ‘adapted to be changed as 
macy berequi‘r‘ed.‘ ,_ ' . . ‘- ‘ 

‘ ‘her objects‘ will appear‘as. the'd'escrip 
tion proceeds. ‘ ‘ ' 

These objects are obtained by?themethods 
‘ and meanshere described, and illustrated in 

. “ ‘the accompanying'drawing, in which-# 
‘ Figure '1 ,‘is a‘ partly‘ ‘cut-out perspective 

View‘ of two‘ of the 3pluralityof the separable . 
‘ ‘units‘icoimprisinig the sign,‘ arranged in oper 
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ative relation their common support; and‘ 
F1g.‘2,~a multiple cross-sectional new from. 
ab0ve,‘_‘1n somewhat reduced scale, showmg 
further details ‘of construction-ewe base de 
tails ‘at the left,v and the‘ container wall ‘de 
tails at the right. ‘ “ " ' ‘ ‘ 

‘ Similar‘ numerals refer: ‘to similar parts 
throughout the'several views. ‘ “i . i s 

The part numbered l'is‘ a‘ common sup 
‘ porting membe'rffor ‘a plurality of the sign 

‘units-.2. It consistsof a troughshape‘d mem;v 
_ her‘ o‘fsuitable materialfusua‘lly non-corro 

s‘ive metal, cut "on; to ‘a length to‘holdj any‘ 
desired number “of the sign units 2. 
‘The individual units 2, being all alike‘, are} 

interchangeablapand they are madejto have 
electrical contact ‘with ve‘a‘ch other, to make. 

‘ acircuit ‘forlighting‘th‘e electric light ‘bulbs 
at co‘iita‘iriedin each one, by merely positioning. 

' them; in the‘ holder ‘1 _ adj acent each, other. 
This is, accomplished ‘by the construction of‘ 
the ‘unit ‘base, which consists of an insulated 

I “ member {deformed to a shape somewhat- as ‘ 
. l0‘ shown',fandhaving- along its, opposite sides‘ 

two ' parallel recesses‘, into which‘ conducting‘ 
‘ bars or contact“fpieces" 4, ‘are positioned.‘ 

‘ These'c‘ont-act pieces have their ends‘ project; 
" ing‘lfrom?one end of base‘ 3, and are bent at 
their opposite ends, as ‘shown inFig. 1, to 
form a resilient. recess E-to, retain, and make 
elet‘trical ‘ contact with’ the‘proje‘cting ends ‘ 
of adjoining sign Hunitsf‘ Contact pieces‘ 4 

“ are formed ‘with. an inwardly-projecting‘ceni 
“ trallysdisposed arm‘which',‘ in one case, ends 

in“an“essentially‘semiscircular’shaped contact ‘_ ‘ 
5,“‘shown in‘: the“ crosslsectional ‘View at the 
left of Fig. 2, while that of its companion . 
bar‘has its projection consisting simply of 
a‘stifaight arm 6_,‘positioned ‘as shown; " ‘Thus 
the‘ positive current is‘conducted through‘one 

‘ of the contact bars, and the- negative current 
through‘ the other, and the light bulb‘ 7 is 
arranged ‘to be positioned “in series” across 
the line by ‘having the two ‘terminals ‘of its 
base make contact, respectively, with the 
contact‘ arm 6 ‘and the semi-circular‘ arm 5. 

‘ vThe threaded base of bulb 7 is screwed into 
a ‘similarly-threaded metallic ‘shell, ‘ “8, hav 
bottom ?anves as shown in Fig. 2, which se-‘ 
cures it‘ to t ebase'3 byine‘ans‘of small riv 
e‘ts‘ passing through itiand'the contact ‘arm 5 
above,jinto said base.‘ ‘ , ‘ ‘ “ _ i ‘ ‘ 

The bulb 7, with a‘ portionof base 3,‘ is surg 
rounded“ by "a sign-housing 2,301?! the form 
shown in Fig. 1. In the‘ speci?c embodiment, 

lating material,‘ suchtas‘ ?bre, ?tting‘down 
> over‘ the‘base, and‘c‘ontaining an opening 
through which‘protrudes‘ the projecting part 
of the “base, which surrounds“ the bulb‘, a ‘?at 
metallic‘lsheet or‘ ‘cap. member 10, ‘ with 

and‘ a ?atarched metallieinember 11 posii 
tioned over parts‘ 9; andlO, holding them 
in place‘, it in‘yturn being securedjto the base 
3 v means, of‘ bolts‘ or. other fastening“ 
means,"12.‘ . ‘ “ r ‘ i “ “ ‘ ‘ 

“ ‘_ The side1 wall, member 13 ‘of the‘ container “ ‘ l‘ 
consists 1 of ‘a piece of ?at met‘alliematerial, 
in the ‘present, embodiment bent sofas to ‘form 
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- this‘ consists of apiece 9 ofseparatinginsm -‘ 
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?anged-down sides,also similarly positioned,‘ ‘ 

the two sidewalls, ‘and having an arched por-r' ‘ 
tion which‘jserves ‘as the top ‘of ‘the ‘container. 
Lugs are struckout of the‘lo‘wer side of mem- ‘ 
ber. 13, and these, when the unitis ‘completely 
assembled, ‘rest beneath the nuts “12, thus 
holding m‘ember‘l3‘rigidly uptight on base 3.“ 
The, upright edges of member 13" have ajslnall 
right¢angle ?ange. as clearly! shown in the 
sectional view atthe right (of Fig.2. . ‘ 

The'f‘ont and back'faces‘ of‘the complete 
unit 2 consist ‘essentially ' of, an interchange-s 
able‘slid'e frame 14, having ‘a ‘large aperture 
andshaped ‘in outline‘as shown in Fig. 1', and 
in section-asshown at ther‘i‘ght in Fig. 2,‘this 
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section being of channel shape. It is also 
usually formed from sheet metal, plated or 
otherwise coated for the sake of appearance. 
Its bottom end is open so that it is adapted 
to slide up and down the ?anged edges of side 
members 13, and be removed therefrom. 
Su?icient space is provided so that there can 
be positioned within the channel section of 
slide 14 a ?at colored screen or plate 15, and 
a glass plate 16, on one face of the unit. 
Plate 16 may be transparent or translucent 
over one portion of its surface to designate 
a letter or other character, such as the “X” 
shown in Fig. 1, the remaining area of the 
plate being opaque, to exclude the passage of 
light. Thus the plate serves as a sign, the 
illumination only coming through to show 
the desired character. ' 
The back slide 141 usually encloses only a 

back plate 17. This may be perforated, as 
shown at 18, for purposes of ventilation. 
However, in lieu of the back plate, a sign 
plate may be used here also, thus forming a 
plural-faced sign. Again, this back plate 
may hold merely the color screen to give a 
footlight effect to the sign background. 7 
As a means of retaining the adjacent sign 

units rigidly in an upright position in their 
common support 1, a separating member 19, 
Fig. 1, is positioned between adjacent sides 
thereof, this member being U-shaped in cross 
section, the U being reversed so that the con 
necting lower part is the upper part ofythe 
member, as shown. This member is of suf?é 
cient width ,to fit between the adjacent side 
members 13 of the sign unit, and of suiiicient 
depth to slide between the front and back 
slide members 14 of each unit. ' 
The screen member 15, as here used, con 

sists of a ?exible piece of wire gauze with a 
coating of translucent coloring material. 
The ‘operation of the device is as follows: 
A plurality of these sign units 2 are slid 

into their trough-shaped support 1 and 
forced into adjacent position with each other 
so that electrical contact is made, one with 
the other, as previously explained. Sepa 
rating members 19 are then put in position. 
The end contacts are then connected to a 
suitable source of electrical current to light 
up all the bulbs. lVith each set of sign units 
is a plurality of glass plates 16, having, for 
instance, the various letters of the alphabet, 
?gures, and other designations as needed. 
These are su?icient in number to make pos 
sible, by changing them in adjoining units, 
any series of words, with proper spaces, to 
form a complete illuminated advertising 
sign, as. for instance. to advertise the pro 
gram of a theatre. The reading of the sign 
may be changed at will by merely sliding out 
the slides lit in each unit, removing sign 
plates 16, and substituting therefor other 
plates with different letters or characters to 
form different words with the adjoining 

units. Moreover, the sign may be shortened 
or lengthened as needed, by building it up 
with less or more units, thus effecting ad 
vantages such as economy in current con 
sumption. In the event of accidental break~ 
age, the broken unit only need be taken out 
and replaced, and as each unit consists of 
many separable and interchangeable parts, 
the damaged parts requiring replacement 
may be further limited. Different color com 
binations in adjacent units maybe effected 
by using different color screens. Thus the 
initial letters of all words may be in red, or 
the most important word in a sign in yellow. 
The units may be instantly disassembled and 
assembled without the use of tools, or with 
out making any electrical contacts whatever, 
the mere positioning of the units side by‘ side 
accomplishing this automatically. 

It is to be understood thatthe present dis 
closure is for the purpose of illustration only, 
and that the invention is not limited thereto. 
To those skilled in the art, many modi?ca 
tions of the invention will be readily appa 
rent, and it will also be obvious to such skilled 
persons that part of the device may be used 
without other parts thereof, many such com~ 
binations of the parts readily suggesting 
themselves. Therefore, it should be, and is 
to be distinctly understood that for a de?ni 
tion of the limitations of the invention, refer 
ence must be had to the appended claims. 
Having now described theinvention, what 

is new and for which it is desired to obtain 
Letters Patent of the United States, is: 

1. In combination in a sign unit, an insu 
lated base, a plurality of conducting mem 
bers positioned therein, inwardly extending 
projections on said members co-acting to 
make contact with the terminals of an elec 
tric light bulb, and a container surrounding 
the bulb and having a replaceable sign ele 
ment, the contact elements projecting from 
oneend of the base, and’recessed into its 
other end, and adapted to form electrical 
contact with adjoining units by their mere 
juXta-positioning. ' 

2. In combination, a base, contact elements 
therein, insulating means projecting from 
the upper surface of the base and surround 
ing the base of light means, a cover plate over 
the base and surrounding the light means, 
and an enclosing member therearound and 
secured to the base, including sliding front 
and'back plates on said surrounding mem~ 
ber, one of said plates being opaque, to out~ 
line a transparent character. ' 

3. In combination, a channeled base and a 
plurality of sign units demountably held 
therein, each unit comprising a unit base, a 
light source secured thereto, an enclosing 
frame surrounding the light source and se 
cured to the unit base, and a slidable holding 
member positioned along one side of the 
frame, and adapted to hold a transparent 
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sign plate, and within it,’ a, colored light 
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screen, both of which help to inclose the light 
source, there being a separating element be 
tween adjacent sign units, adapted to make 
contact therewith at a plurality of points 
above the base, to prevent‘ misalignment 
longitudinally and laterally. 

4. In combination a channel member, a‘ 
plurality ofsign units adapted to slide there 
in and to make electrical‘contact with each 
other,‘ a light source in ‘each sign unit, a slid 
able frame around therlight source, and‘ a 
spacing member adapted to slidebetween ad- . 
jacent sliding frames tolmaintain them in 
alinement. ‘ ‘ ‘ i- ‘ 

‘ ‘Signed at New York, inthe county of New 
York and State-of N ew‘ York, this 16th day 
of May, A. D. 1927‘. n 
‘F " 0 JOSEPH vF. COUFAL, ‘ 

, HARRY A. SMITH. ‘ 


